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"> This morning began testing the 7.2
updates on PTR servers!
gt This morning began testing the 7.2 updates on PTR servers Present to You screenshots of bosses
from the new RAID class mounts and of course a selection of the most interesting and fresh news
Good news for all those who love to be the biggest and baddest Raised level cap items and more...
And this is another of the corrections and adjustments At this time the developers touched Pvp
sostavlyayuschuyu hang in there and also brawler's Guild and not only. Famous player recently
Mionelol solo within the timer is closed Casemates prison key third level Video will be extremely
useful demon hunter-tanks because that character Mionelol managed to accomplish the feat. And
have accumulated a lot of them In this article, You will ﬁnd a brief overview of the innovations of the
answers to the questions and other interesting and important information concerning gameplay. And
this is another batch of ﬁxes and adjustments to balances for World of Warcraft. Aﬀected some
classes ﬁxed some bugs and... the demon hunter be brave. The developers do try to balance the
patch 7.1.5 in this case, the changes aﬀected only the Pve-component.But soon they promise to
prepare and Pvp changes. Josh Allen Manager community and senior designer WoW Paul Qubit
answered interesting questions about the gameplay and talked about the novelties in 7.1.5. Update
came out recently but the developers are actively making various bug ﬁxes and adjustments to the
game. At the moment they are mostly in classes and problems in the action of their abilities. With the
release of the Citadel Nights, players will have the opportunity to level up your legendary items to
940. How to do it - read the article. The update 7.1.5 and with it a sea change in WoW in all aspects of
the game. Some of them You already know and some of which will be described in this article
remained previously unknown. Yes the Patch just came out and the developers have ALREADY
released a batch of hotﬁxes. We will focus on Pvp balance of classes and not only. Come Wednesday
and that means - launched new events which require the urgent intervention of heroes List of news
and answers to the questions of the players concerning the various gaming moments. In particular we
will focus on the Pvp component of the local jobs. Even in this environment on the servers will appear
7.1.5 patch which will bring us many changes and novelties. To be aware of all the news we have
prepared a full review of this update. In the upcoming patch, the developers have improved and
diversiﬁed way of enhancing the level of knowledge of the Artifact. How - read the link below Very
soon we will be able to break into the Citadel of the Night and
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